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In the opinion of many– well me anyway– this is the best railway photograph ever
published in Australia. It shows one of the VR’s famous S-class locos at the head
of the equally famous Spirit of Progress storming out of Albury, on its non-stop run
to Melbourne. The photo is from the John Buckland collection at the Australian
National Library and it is representative of the era of the VR timetable reviewed
this month by Victor Isaacs– though scarcely of the idiosyncrasies which he documents here.
Is The Times what you want it to be? Too many trains perhaps? Too much by Geoff Lambert perhaps?
Not enough on rural buses? It would be good to hear from you on these questions and even better to
receive some articles from you to rectify the deficiencies which you perceive. From the Editor’s point of
view, things are going really well right now and the journal is pretty much full up right through to September and we even have an article slotted in for April next year (special tram timetables for the Anzac Day
Dawn Service and Parade)! We are gratified here at the editorial office to receive quite a bit of positive
feedback about all of this– but perhaps we are living in a fools paradise? It would be good to know. If
you feel you have a latent article within you, but are unsure how to proceed, feel free to contact the Editor for advice– we can forward some guidelines designed to help turn your thoughts into articles which
people will want to read..
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Material appearing in The Times or Table Talk may be reproduced in other publications, if acknowledgment is made.
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How low can you go?
Some quirky services from the Victorian Railways public timetable of 11
December 1939, by VICTOR ISAACS

T

his article is based on a
study of the Victorian Railways Country Lines Services Passenger Time Tables Official Issue December 11, 1939. This
valued timetable was originally
owned by well-known railfan Ted
Downs and was acquired by the
author via an AATTC auction.
The cover [right—from the Editor’s copy] is predominantly
printed in striking red and features
an illustration of VR’s “Spirit of
Progress” train, of which they
were, quite rightly, proud. Although the War had started, it had
not yet affected Australia directly,
and there is hardly a mention of it
in the timetable. Services were still
being run at a high level.
Inside the back cover is a note that
regularly appeared in VR public
timetables of this period: “MAKE A
NOTE OF IT HERE. These Time
Tables are liable to alteration according to circumstances, but all
alterations are advertised in the
Metropolitan daily newspapers and
in country newspapers serving the
districts affected. Watch the newspapers carefully, and MAKE A
NOTE HERE FOR YOUR OWN
GUIDANCE OF ANY TRAIN ALTERATIONS that are of particular
interest to you”. Mr Downs conscientiously did so, and his timetable
is full of manuscript updates and
extracts clipped from newspapers
and placed in the appropriate place.
In my view they strongly add to the
value and interest of the timetable.
In 1939 the Victorian Railways had
been led for a number of years by
that towering figure of the Australian Railway industry, Sir Harold
Clapp. Despite the economic depression, under his leadership the
VR achieved many milestones. It
was, in many respects, an admira-
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ble organisation. This is most exemplified by the introduction in
1939 of Australia’s most advanced,
and then only luxury train, the
“Spirit of Progress”. Pity the poor
passengers between Australia’s
two biggest cities, who had left
Melbourne in the modernity and
luxury of the “Spirit of Progress”
only to have to transfer at Albury
to the ordinariness and dreariness
of the New South Welsh train.
During the 1930s other lines, too,
had benefited from gradual improvements in services. Frequencies and speeds had been improved
on mainlines and trains would have
been formed by W or E type car-

riages - rather good for the times.
Air-conditioned carriages were
being run on the overnight trains
to/from Mildura. Dining or Buffet
carriages were run on some Albury, Adelaide, Bendigo, Horsham
and Warrnambool trains.
But we railfans are generally a
churlish and ungenerous lot. Instead of lauding achievement, we
spend our time seeking out the
quaint, old-fashioned and strange.
Me too. That is what the rest of
this article will do.
Some mainline and most branch
line services would have been
composed of older V type car-
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riages, or the new, but basic,
A/BPLs (at peak holiday times,
even suburban Tait G carriages).
These would still have been good,
however, compared to some slow
trains, including many on branch
lines which would have comprised
old fixed wheelbase X, Y, or YZ
carriages.
So, having praised the “Spirit of
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Progress”, I start with an illustration of it from the North East
mainline timetable (above). But,
other trains of interest are also
shown. Right next to the down
“Spirit of Progress” is the 8.10 pm
Seymour to Benalla. The explanation of this train reads “†A car is
attached to this Goods train for the
convenience of passengers”. These

trains, called “Car-Goods” in VRspeak, were common on the system. (Incidentally, what appears to
be a purely local train from
Wodonga to Albury is in fact the
most luxurious train in Australia –
a placement run for the “Spirit of
Progress”).
Most Victorian branch lines had
trains on Mondays. This was to get
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stock to the main Tuesday stock
sale day at the Newmarket
saleyards in Melbourne. The
Robinvale line was so long (and
slow) that the “Monday” CarGoods actually commenced its
journey on Sunday evening. A passenger would have had to be game
or desperate to travel on this. Hav-
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ing been lurched around all night,
in the morning he would have had
to change to another Car-Goods
(ex Kulwin) at Korong Vale. By
the time our passenger had arrived
at Bendigo, he would have been on
Car-Goods (or sitting waiting in
stations) for nearly seventeen
hours (above).

We can see another example of a
Car-Goods on the narrow gauge
Colac-Crowes line. In this case, it
is specifically noted that “There is
no first class accommodation on
trains between Colac and Crowes”.
This was generally the case on narrow-gauge lines. In this book, the
Walhalla line includes a similar
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note, but the Whitfield line had already lost its advertised service.
We don’t know about the Gembrook line from this timetable, because in this period the VR
strangely included this and other
lines on the outskirts of Melbourne
in their Suburban timetable book.
Surely a case of arranging things
according to the operator’s, not the
passengers’ perspective,
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Now take a look at the Timboon
and Mortlake branches (shown
next to the Crowes line, below).
These are typical of many branches
that had lost their advertised passenger train services by 1939, but
notes in the Public timetable still
said “Goods trains are run on certain days… and passengers may
travel on the usual conditions”. But
what where these “usual condi-

tions”? Reference to the “USEFUL
INFORMATION” at the front of
the book reveals that “You may
TRAVEL BY A GOODS TRAIN
subject to certain conditions which
can be ascertained at any station”.
So that doesn’t advance human
knowledge much. You had to consult a Stationmaster or the Coaching Rates Book to discover that
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these “usual conditions” were that
the Victorian Railways reserved
the right not to run the train, or not
to run it to time, to throw you off
once the goods train reached the
suburban area, or not to allow you
to travel if explosives were being
carried. Perhaps the strangest condition was that you could not travel
if you were a female travelling on
your own! Was this because the
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VR did not trust the morals of its
train Guards? Or perhaps it was
because the VR did not trust the
morals of the sole female passengers.
Travel on unadvertised goods
trains was, however, apparently
expected even on mainlines with
comparatively comprehensive services. Witness the up timetable of
the Western line (below). A Goods

train with a “…car attached for the
convenience of passengers” was
run in the evening from Dimboola
to Ararat. For some unclear reason,
this continued on Thursdays only
to Ballarat. I think that the most
interesting thing is the note covering this Ararat-Ballarat extension.
Footnote Y says “….Passengers
for intermediate stations on this
night [Thursdays], also those desir-
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ous of travelling to Ballarat or intermediate stations on other nights,
should consult the Stationmaster
Ararat regarding travel by a later
Goods train”.
In this period, Victorian Railways’
Public Timetables were all of the
“Read down, Read up” variety,
even when, as in this example, the
entire page was “Read up”.
Before I proceed with comments
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about train services, I wish to distract you by looking on this page at
two very interesting side services.
On this page there is mention of
the availability of Sleeping Accommodation at Serviceton station
(why?) and of Services for Men
(only!) of such things as Hot and
Cold Showers and Hairdressing
Saloon at Spencer Street station.
So, was a Goods train with

“carriage attached for the convenience of passengers” and/or “run
on certain days” with “travel under
the usual conditions” as low as one
could go on the VR? No! Refer
again to the Western line timetable
and we find there footnote X which
refers to a train comprising an
“…engine with second class car
attached Wolsely to Serviceton”.
But this is a South Australian Railways train, which doesn’t count, so
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my search led me elsewhere in the
booklet for low VR trains.
The Birregurra to Forrest branch
line had a daily service formed by a
“Passenger Mail Motor (second
class only)”. This would have been
really basic and uncomfortable.
Then there is the Yarrawonga to
Oaklands, NSW line (our page 8).
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The timetable shows a twice
weekly passenger service (of sorts)
during the very brief period when
the VR offered this. The footnote
describes this as a “Motor Trolley
available for parcels and local passenger traffic (second-class only)”.
So, apparently you shouldn’t try to
displace the parcels or be a through
passenger!

I contend, however, that the
“prize” for the worst service in
1939 would have gone to the
Welshpool-Port Welshpool line
(above). This was a narrow-gauge
line, with traction provided by the
hay-burning 0-4-0 [0-2-2-0?- Ed]
one horsepower variety. This line
was so unimportant that it didn’t
even warrant a timetable of its
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own. Its only mention is via a footnote under the South East line table. This reads: “WelshpoolWelshpool Jetty Horse Tram Line
(Narrow Gauge) – Tram conveys
passengers entirely at their own
risk on the trips that are run in connection with the carriage of
fish…..”. So, apparently, passengers were secondary to fish. Running time was 40 minutes for a bit
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over three miles (five kilometres).
The accommodation was very basic. Ted Downs wrote the classic
book about Victorian narrow gauge
lines called “Speed Limit 20” published in 1963. It is appropriate
that we quote the description of the
horse tram from his book to complement his timetable: “Rolling
stock was somewhat primitive. The
original two vehicles being open-

sided ‘combined passenger and
goods trolleys’, accommodating
about ten passengers on two removable seats, arranged back-toback lengthwise, with protection
afforded by a canopy roof and canvas drop blinds”. (p. 124). The illustration is also taken from Mr
Downs’ book The Horse Tram service was discontinued after 31 December 1940.
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INTRODUCTION
This Timetable has been prepared as a
quick and convenient guide of all scheduled flights to and from Singapore Changi
Airport. It will be updated quarterly.
At the time this Timetable goes to print, 68
international scheduled airlines link Singapore to 133 cities in 54 countries.
The Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore
seeks to open up Singapore to the world by
developing Singapore Changi Airport into
a major air hub by airlines from the world
all over. It relentlessly seeks out and persuades more international scheduled airlines to fly to Singapore. It spares no effort
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in continually upgrading Airport facilities
to ensure maximum comfort and convenience for passengers and crews.
The ultimate objective is to make Singapore a major international air communications centre and to make available a wide
choice of flights to you, the air traveller.
We hope you will find this edition useful,
and we welcome any suggestions for improvement. Please write to the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS), P 0
Box 1, Singapore Changi Airport, Singapore 918141. Telephone: 542 1122.
ABOUT THE AIRPORT TIMETABLE

The timetable for passenger services are
found in pages 13 to 71 while the timetables for pure freighter services are found
in pages 73 to 91. They are organised into
two sections. Pages on the left contain
information on flights arriving in Singapore. Those on the right show flights departing from Singapore. For your convenience, all flight times are arranged in
chronological order. The cities of arrival
and departure are also arranged in alphabetical order for your convenience.
All times shown in the Timetable are local
times.
For the Arrival Section, apart from the
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arrival time at Singapore Changi Airport,
it also features the departure time from the
cities concerned under the column “Time
Depart from City”. Likewise, the Departure Section, apart from featuring the departure time from Singapore, also shows
the arrival time at the respective cities
under the column “Time Arrive At City”.
Explanations of the abbreviations~ and
symbols used in this publication are found
in pages 7, 8, 9 and 10.
WHEN LEAVING SINGAPORE...
A passenger service charge (PSC) of S$15
applies. For added convenience, PSC coupons may be pre-purchased at most airlines offices, hotels and travel agents in
town. Passengers are reminded to retain
the PSC receipts.

Apart from 56 pages of timetables, the
above is the sum total of the information in
this unusual timetable, which turned up in
the Sydney grab-box a few years ago.
Timetables produced by operators who ran
major transport terminals were not unknown even in the nineteenth century, but
they have become more common in the
21st century, where vertical and horizontal
separation of transport services have become the norm. In the United States rail
terminal timetables for jointly-owned terminals were common and prolific– some
were produced daily! Airport timetables
are particularly common in Europe today.
The timetable reproduced here appears to
be a first edition. As it does not appear to
be produced in a web version, it is not
possible to declare that it is even still in
production. Perhaps it was a failure. It is
difficult to see exactly how people would
use it– certainly for passenger services.
Freight services are a different matter perhaps and freight forwarders could possibly
benefit from having such a timetable in
front of them. We show on our page 14,
the very large number of services out of
Singapore to Anchorage, Alaska. This
rather mystifying destination becomes less
so when we realise it is a vestige of the
Cold War, when flying over the Soviet
Union was forbidden– even dangerous.
These planes are on their way to somewhere else, usually Western Europe.
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From the Weekly Notice # 3
Doubling on Lapstone Hill, from WN 04-1919

Until 1892, Lapstone Hill was the location of one of the NSWGR’s 3 Zig Zags. It was common in
those days for the WTT to note that ‘These trains run double’, without explaining exactly what
that meant. Even after a deviation eliminated the zig zag in December 892, the hill posed a big
problem and it has been regraded at least three times. In this extract from Weekly Notice No. 4 of
1919, we see that “doubling the hill” was still practised at Lapstone.
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